Things to **Always** Think About

- With budgets being what they are, we need to find ways to make certain that SNEAP continues and prospers.
- We need to get the ‘Next Generation’ heavily involved.
- We need to keep SNEAP a Workshop (relatively small, focused on sharing and solving problems).
- Talk to SNEAP Organizing Committee: if you have suggestions for future topics or Workshop process/format changes.
- **Participation during ‘Open Discussions’ is vital.**
- Make contacts. Socialize with others during lunch and dinner... and discussions
- Be open minded about how your institution does business. We can always improve.
Working conditions

- not enough money
- not enough manpower
- not enough support from management
- closing down of labs

Charging systems: Chains & Belts

- Lifetime (predictable?)
- Replacement
- New equipment (Where to buy, prices, storage ...)

Water cooling

- General problems (conductivity, heat transfer, ...)
- Special solutions (ceramics, ...)